Wiki Loves Living Heritage Bazaar at Wikimania
Reasoning

There’s more to Wikimedia than meets the eye.

**Showcase:** Wikipedia, Wikimedia Commons, Wikisource, Wikidata!

**Safeguard:** Language revitalization, open and collaborative knowledge production, support safeguarding activities through the partnerships in GLAM.
Connect with your peers and counterparts at events and learn from one another.

Create activities together, based on the local resources and interests.

Highlight inventoried heritage elements on Wikimedia projects and in social media.

Share ideas, documentation, and case studies for others to be inspired by.

Celebrate and repeat!
Connect with your peers and counterparts
The Bazaars

Arranging meetings for the communities to come together, present their work and get to know each other.

Can you help organize one in your region?
Create activities together
Wiki Loves Living Heritage in Singapore

National Heritage Board • National Youth Achievement Award • Wikimania 2023
Contact Base • West Bengal Wikimedians

Living Heritage through your lens
2468/2640 pages, 6 books

West Bengal Wikimedians • User:Nettime Sujata

Gopichandra's Panchali
GLAM on Tour

Wir machen Blau!

Indigo hand block printing

Wikimedia Austria • Austrian Commission for UNESCO
Share and highlight your data
Living Heritage on Wikipedias

- July 2023
- June 2023
- May 2023
- April 2023

Most articles: French

Biggest growth: Turkish

Fastest grower: Armenian

Data visualization by Susanna Ånäs, CC BY-SA 4.0
Share your learnings and inspire others
Get inspired

The website displays case studies, blog posts, best practices and how-to's for inspiration and learning.

Kunqu opera by A_Fei, CC BY-SA 2.5
Ethics of Open Sharing

Creative Commons Working Group on the Ethics of Open Sharing • Let’s Connect • Wikimedia Culture & Heritage

Melissa Shaginoff • Shailili Zamora Aray • Patricia Adjei • Mehtab Khan • Bart Magnus & Isaac Oloruntimilehin
Let’s Connect × Wiki Loves Living Heritage

Coming up September 11!
Local Contexts × Wiki Loves Living Heritage

Coming up September 13 + 29–30!
How can I join?
Volunteer contributors

Team up with your closest affiliate and get in contact with the ICH organizations together.

Join international volunteer teams on the website.

Come to the weekly meetings to talk together about the best ways for your area of interest.
Groups and organizations

Get in contact with one another!

Find **contacts** on the website or let us help you.

**Share your data** and participate with your **expertise**.

**WIKIMANIA SINGAPORE**
At Wikimania

Join the Bazaar on the coffee break! Grab one of the flyers!

Meet to discuss ways forward on Friday, August 18, 16:45, Room 324

Email
wikiloveslivingheritage@gmail.com